MAINTENANCE
CHECKLIST
Playground safety is very important. Research has shown that a properly
maintained play area will minimize injuries, reduce costs and dramatically
increase the life of your play area. Establishing a routine maintenance
schedule will increase the safety and functionality of your play areas. As a
general rule, this maintenance should be performed monthly. However, it’s
important to take into consideration environmental and use factors. It
would be beneficial to periodically observe the play area to determine
usage. When using your maintenance checklist; record findings, date and
keep for future reference. Be sure to make special notes detailing concerns
and issues. We also recommend a certified and trained professional perform
a detailed safety inspection each year. Being proactive with your
maintenance will save you costly repair, and encourage a fun and safe
environment to bring people together.
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 Inspect paint and powder coating for scratches. Cover scratches with
touch-up paint as soon as possible to prevent rust.
 Check moving components for proper operation. (Ex. Swing hangers, track
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 Inspect hinges and joints to ensure they are rust free and properly
lubricated
 Check cables for proper tension








Surfacing

 Ensure area is free of foreign objects such as trash, limbs, debris, exposed
footings and roots
 Check that sidewalks are swept and picked up. Remove foreign obstacles.
 Ensure area has proper drainage with no standing water
 Check for adequate surfacing type and required depth as per CPSC
guidelines
 If using loose fill: check that loose fill is raked and fluffed. Level displaced
areas, paying special attention to high traffic areas such as under swings
and base of slides. Replace fill as necessary.
 If using poured in place rubber: check edges and surfacing for tears and
divots. Patch as necessary.
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